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To, all whom it may concern:

Fig. 5 a top View of the osition of the emery
Be it known that 1', WILHELMUS ADRIANUS ‘wheel when it is caused) to bear against the
VAN BERKEL, a subject ‘of the Queen of the outside of the circular knife. Fig. 1 shows
Netherlands, residing at Rotterdam, .56 how the circular knife 1.is arranged on the

Boezemsingel, Netherlands, have invented bearing support 2 in front of the reciprocated
meat table 3 on the table frame.
'
Grinding Devices for Sharpemng the Rotary
The sharpening device is firmly screwed on
Circular Knives of Meat-Slicing .Machines the top of this hearing support 2. This de—
certain new and useful, Improvcme its in

60

and the Like, of which the following is a speci

10

vice consists of a bed-plate 5 having four up
right pins, of which the one 6 lying next to
This invention relates to an improvement‘ the circular knife, serves for receiving the
in meat slicing machines with rotary circular sharpening device which is loosely placed.
knives and has for its object to provide a de thereon, the next 7 (Fig. 1) and the next 8
?cation.

‘

65

vice which allows of the knife being sharp: ‘ lying behind it for receiving the stop mech
anism, and the next 9 which is placed at the
itself and which after use may be again side of the upright pin 8 (Figs. 3 and 5) for 70
thrown out of action or lifted off.
. bringing the sharpening device into the )osi

i-Iv en. ened. in the simplest manner on-the machine
The grinding device for sharpening the cir

tion in which the outside of the circular nife

cular knife consists of a single peculiarly pro- _ is ground or sharpened.

20

?led emery wheel displaceably mounted be
The actual sharpening device' is composed‘
tween two side springs, which emery wheel is of a socket 10 with two projections 11 and 12; 75
pressed by the pressure of the springs against , The spindle 13 of the emery grinding wheel
the circularkmfe and thereby set in rotation 14 is revolubly mounted on balls in the upper

by friction against the rotating knife and one of these projections (Fig. 1).

25 thus sharpens the latter.

' k
The lower projection 12 is forked at its
The device is so arranged that it may be lower end (Figs. 3 and 5) and serves for ad

~ placed either against the inner or the outer
30

justing the grinding device, which is loosely

side of the knife against the cuttingedge, on mounted on the pin 6, either onto the pin 8
the outside in an oblique position to the for sharpening the inner side of ‘the circular
knife surface, and on the inside in a position knife (Figs. 1, 2 and 3), or on the pin 9 for
parallel with the knife surface.
\
sharpening the outside of the circular knife
. The position of the emery Wheel when out
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(Figs. 4 and 5).

The device also rests on a

of action is vsuch that when the shar ening spiral spring 15 wound round the pin 6, the
device is pressed downwards the wheefbears pressure of which spring is so calcu ated that
on the outside against the circular knife it lifts‘ the sharpening device when out of
while the shar ening of the inner side neces action above the knife disk.
sitates a disp acement of the device on its

frame, which displacement whenthe sharp
ening device is pressed down causes a dis
.40 placement of the grinding wheel up to the in

ner' side of the circular knife.

A stop mechanism is also provided into
which the sharpening device springs in both
.positions and is retained, and which may be
released by a simple handmovement, where
upon the grinding wheel is rendered entirely
free of the knife edge.

The emery wheel is mounted on a spindle

13 between two spiral springs 16 and '17
which allow of a lateral displacement of the
wheel, and hold it in a position ‘in which

when depressed its beveled edge bears against

95

the beveled outer side of the circular knife

(Figs. 4‘ andi5). The forked projection 12
then lies round the pin 9.

,

'

, Now in order to bring the emery wheel 100

against the inside of the knife when the device
is‘ placed on the pin 8 (Figs. 1-3), in which
The device is screwed on the frame of the position the inner side of the circular knife is
slicing machine near the protective plate for, sharpened, that is to say in order to laterally
50 the knife.
displace the emery wheel on its spindle 13, 105
The device is shown in the accompanying, the following arrangement is adopted:—A
drawings :——Figure_1 being a side view; Fig. 2 - double-armed lever 1& is pivotally mounted
,a-front view; and Fig. 3 a plan view when the on the socket 10. Its upper end engages Ina
~ emery wheel is sharpening the circular knife groove\19 in the ring body on which the
55 on the inside; while Fig. 4 is a side view; and emery wheel is secured and its lower end is 110

2
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connected by means of a drawbar 20 to a
As shown in Figs. 3 and 5 the tongues 27
suspending link 21, the lower edge 22 of which are arranged in such a Way on the socket 10

that when one is held fast by the bolt-the
other lies entirely free from the opposite bolt

is formed as a projection or tooth, see Figs.
1 and 4.

-

A projection is provided laterally on the
stop mechanism 23 which is mounted on the

and vice versa.

-

70

In order to insure an. effective sharpening

pin 7 and may be adjusted by means of a set ofthe inner side, the grinding wheel is re
screw 25 on the pin 6 to the necessary posi cessed in the middle on the ?atside, as shown
tion as regards height and held in this position in Fig. 1, in order that the cutting edge of the
10 by means of a clamp screw 24. Now if the circular knife may not cut into the emery
device be placed on the pins 6 and 8 and al~ wheel, and also for sharpening the outside,

75

lowed to rest freely on the spiral spring 15, the ‘position of the grinding wheel to the
the emery wheel is located above the circular knife face must be an oblique one (Fi s. 4
knife on the left hand (outer side) thereof and 5), as otherwise the cutting edge 0 the
(Fig. 1).
i
, '
'
circular knife would cut into the beveled
Now if the device be pressed down the pro part of the grinding wheel and blunt the cir

80

jection 22 at the lower end of the link 21 en cular knife. This position is obtained ‘by
counters‘ a pin 26 located at the same side of mounting the device on the laterally placed

the stop mechanism 23 (Fig. 1) and thereby pin 9 (Fig. 5) while the whole device is turned
presses the link 21 aside, whereby the double a little and assumes an oblique position to

20

armed lever 18 is turned and the emery wheel the knife surface. The set screw '25 serves
, displaced on its s indle to the right (Fig.1) un as support for the device in order that the
til it has reache the inner side of the knife.‘ grinding wheel may not be depressed too

85

A further depression releases the projection deeply on to the circular knife. As the cir

25 22 from the pin 26 and the emery *wheel is cular knife wears away, the holding device

pressed by the_ spiral spring 17 against the must be adjusted somewhat lower.

90

inner side of the circular knife. When the
The handling of the apparatus is‘ as fol-l
device is'lifted off, a displacement in the re lows :——According as the inner or outer side

verse direction takes place, the wheel again of the circular knife is to be sharpened the
device is placed on the pin 8 or the pin 9. In
The position of the pin 26 and the width of the ?rst case by the projection 22 encounter

30 coming into its normal position. _

95

the 'rojection 22 are so arranged that on the ing the pin 26, the emery wheel is displaced
disp acement of the wheel it can never strike to the inner side, and ?nally the tongue 27

35
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against the cutting edge of the circular knife. retained by the bolt 29. In the second case
In order to maintain‘ the device in the lowest the projection does not encounter this pin
osition, while sharpening the knife, the fol and the wheel-remains on the outside of the
owing arrangement is adopted on the stop circular knife. If the knife be rapidly ro
mechanism 23. A tongue 27 is formed on tated it will sharpen itself on the wheel which
both sides of the socket 10. These tongues rotates with it. In both cases a simple turn
are provided with a quadrant shaped recess ing of the bolt 29 suffices to move the device
28. > A circular bolt 29 is pivotally'mounted upwards above and entirely free from the,
'
_
on both sides of thestoppmg device, the up knife disk.
per half of which bolt is removed correspond
I declare that what I claim is :—
'
‘
ing to_ the thickness of the tongue 27. A
1. A grinding device for sharpening th
lever 30 with a counterweight 31 is prcvvled rotary circular knife of a slicing machine,

on one side on the bolt,which always ten.‘ .2; to

maintain the bolt in the position sho.v n
Fi . 1. '

100

105

110

comprising a freely revoluble grinding wheel,
a spindle su porting said wheel, springs on

said spindle Bearing against opposite sides of

%low when the sharpening device is pressed the wheel, a su port for the spindle having a
socket, a bed pirate, a in on said bed plate on
encounters the projecting semi-circular half which the socket of t e su port is movably
of the bolt 29, turns it and then the recess 28 mounted, and means for he ding the support

50 down either the front or the rear tongue 27

> snaps over said projecting semi-circular half

and socket on the said

in in either one of _

of the bolt which has turned back in its two positions, to bring t e grinding Wheel in
55 original position (Fig. 4) ,whereby the shar - engagement with either the inner or outer

ening device is firmly connected with the portions of the rotary circular knife‘.

60

stop mechanism. A simple turning of the 7 ,2. A grinding device for sharpening the ro
bolt on the lever 30 through 90° suffices to tary circular knife of a slicing machine, com
again release the tongue, while under the ac prising a freely revoluble adjustable grinding
tion of the spiral spring 15 the sharpening de wheel set in motion by contact with the knife,
vice is lifted entirely free of the circular supports and bearin s for said wheel includ
knife. The device may either be allowed to ing a spindle for the atter, means for holdin
remain on the ins until the knife is to be the wheel out of. contact with the knife, an
again sharpene , or it .ma

be entirely re

65 moved from the slicing mac me. I

115

means engaging opposite sides-‘of the wheel
- for holding the latter in contact with'di?’er

120

125

130
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ent portions of the knife, the latter means en
gaging the spindle.

.

-‘

3

and means for moving the grinding disk lat- _

erally on the spindle.
~ 3. A grinding device for sharpening the.
9. A grinding device for sharpening the
rotary‘ ‘circular knife of a slicing machine, rotary circular knife of a ‘slicing machine,
comprising a freely lrevoluble grinding wheel comprising, in combination, a su port, a
set in motion by frictional contact with said s indie ?tted in the support, a grin ing disk

knife, adjustable supports and bearings for‘
the wheel, a s in-dle on which the wheel is

20

25

30

.35

40
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at on one side and beveled on the other side "

and laterally movable on the spindle, said
laterally movaiile in opposite directions, and disk being recessed on its ?at side, yielding
means on the spindle engaging opposite sides means acting on one side of the grinding
of the Wheel for maintaining yielding contact disk, yielding means acting on the other side 75
of the wheel against either side of the knife. of the grinding disk, and means for' moving
4. A grinding device for circular knives the grinding disk laterally on the spindle.
embodying a support having means for revoe
10. A grinding device for circular knives
lubly mounting the knife, a shaft- sup ort embodying a suitable support, means for cen 80
ing a revoluble grinding wheel capab e_ of tering a circular knife ‘thereon, a spindle,
movement laterally in two directions along mounted on the support, a grinding wheel
said spindle to enablegits opposite sides to carried by the spindle and movable axially
bear against either side of the knife, and thereof, devices for yieldingly resisting the
means for relatively adjusting'the grinding axial movement of the grinding wheel in both
wheel in a direction substantially parallel to directions, the grinding wheel having a flat
the plane of the knife.‘
surface at onev side and a beveled surface on
5. A grinding device for sharpening the its opposite side adapted to ‘engage with the

_rotary knife of a slicing machine, consisting respective surfaces of the knife, means for
of a grinding disk rotated by frictional con moving the grinding wheel into and out of
tact with the knife, bearings for said disk, a grinding position relatively to the knife, and
support for the bearings, a bed plate having ’ a device for holding the‘ grinding wheel clear
pins projecting therefrom, one pin adapted of the knife while the grinding wheel is being

90

to act
a guide for the support, another as moved into inoperative position. ~
a stop, and‘two others as holding devices for
11. A grinding device for sharpening the
the support, and means for adjusting said rotary circular knife of a slicing machine,
support on the first pin.
comprising, in combination, a support, a

6. The combination with the rotary knife
of a slicing machine, of a rotatable grinding.
device for sharpening said knife-and set in
motion by frictional contact with the latter,

spindle ?tted in the, support, ,a grinder hav-.
ing a sleeve provided with a circumferential
groove and laterally movable on the spindle, 100
yielding means acting 011 one side of the

a supporting spindle for said device, spring grinder, yielding means acting on the other
means on both sides of the grinding device side of the ‘grinder, said yielding means en
for holding the grinding device against the gaging the spindle, means engaging the

knife when in sharpening position, means for groove of the sleeve for movlng the latter 105
lever and link means for holding said device grinder in position.
'
in contact with the knife, and means for ad
12. A grinding device for sharpening the
justing the grinding device to ‘operate on rotary circular knife of a slicing machine,
either side of the knife.
comprising, in combination, a support, a
7 .> A grinding device for sharpening the spindle ?tted in the support, a grinder hav 110
rotary circular knife of a slicing machine, ing a sleeve provided with a circumferential
comprising, in combination, a support, a 'groove and laterally movable on the spindle,

raising and lowering‘ the grinding device, on the spindle, and means for holding the

45
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spindle mounted on the support, a grinder yielding means acting on one side of the

laterally movable on the spindle, yielding grinder, yielding means acting on the other
means acting on one side of the grinder, said side of the grinder, means cooperating with
yielding means engaging the spindle and said sleeve for moving the grinder laterally

.115

means for moving the grinder laterally on the. on the spindle, and a lever mounted on the

spindle.
55

support for holding the grinder in position.

8. .A grinding device for sharpening the
13. A grinding device for sharpening the
rotary circular knife of a slicing machine, rotary circular knife of slicing machines,

120

comprising in combination, a support, a ~comprising, in. combination, a su port, a

' spindle mounted on the support, a grinding
disk flat on one side and beveled on the other

side laterally movable on the spindle, yield

spindle fitted in the support, a grin ing disk
?at on one side and beveled on the other '
side, laterally movable on the spindle, yield 125

ing means acting on one side of the grinding ing means acting on one side of the grinding
disk, yielding means acting on the other side disk, yielding means acting on the other side
of the grimling disk, means for bringing the of the grinding disk, means held by the su —

?at and beveled sides of the grinding disk in
65

port for moving the grinding disk laterally

engagement with opposite sides of the knife, on the spindle, and fulcrum means on the

130
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support whereby the spindle canbe turned comprising, in combination, a Vertically v65

horizontally through an angle, so as to bring 1 .movable support, a spindle rotatably ?tted
either the flat face or the beveled face; of .the in the support, a grinder ?tted slidably on
grinding disk in position to sharpen the the spind e, means held by the support for
moving the grinder on the spindle, means
knife.
7
14. A grinding device for sharpening the also engaging the support for holding the

70

rotary ‘circular knife of a slicing machine, grinder in position, yielding means acting on
comprising, in combination, a support, a both sides of the grinder, and means for ad

spindle ?tted in the support, a grinder hav

justing the support to two positions and'

ing a sleeve provided with a circumferential holding it in these ositions.
19. A grinding evice for sharpenin the 75
groove and laterally movable on the spindle,

1O

rotary circular knife of a slicing mac ine,
yielding means acting on the other side of comprising in combination, a bed plate, a
the griilder, means held by the suppor for support pivotally and slidably fitted on a pin '

yielding means on one ‘side of the grinder,

movlng the grinder laterally on the spindle, secured in the bed plate,- ‘a spring between
a lever for holding the grinder in position, the su port and bed plate, a spindle rota
and means on the support for locking the tably tted in the support, a grinder ?tted

20

slidably on the spindle, means enga ing the
.
15. A grinding device for sharpenin the support for moving the grinder on t e spin-'
rotary circular knife, of a slicing mac ine, dle, means ’also engaging the support for~

25

means acting on one'side of the grinding . ring the grinder into engagement with op

8.0

lever in position.

comprising, in combination, a su port, a holding the grinder in position, yielding 5
s indle ?tted in the support, a grinding disk means acting on both sides of the grinder,
at on one side and beveled on the other side and means for adjusting the support to two

laterally movable on the spindle, yielding ‘positions and holding it in these positionsto '

'
disk, yielding means acting on the other side posite sides of the knife.’
20. The combination with a support in
of the grindlng disk, means for moving the
grinding disk on the spindle, means on the ,which a circular knife is revolubly posltioned,
support whereby the grinding disk can be' of a grinding device embodying a spindle ad
moved into one osition-so that its flat face justable substantially in the plane of the
bears on’ the kni e andinto another position knife, a grinding device mounted thereon
so that its beveled face bears on the knife, having grindin surfaces adapted to engage

30
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and means on the'support forlocking the the o posite si es'of-the knife and set in mo

tion by frictional contact therewith, means

grinding disk in each position.

16. A grinding device for sharpening the for moving.’ the grinding device into and out
rotary circular knife of a slicing machine, of operative o'sition in the plane of the knife,
comprising a freely revoluble grinding wheel and. a catch or retaining the grinding device
set in motion by frictional contact with the in operative position embodying a notched
knife, the-wheel having beveled and flat tongue and a relatively movable locking
faces, movable supportin means for bring- . bolt adapted to cooperate therewith.

35
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ing the'beveled face of t e Wheel into and
holding it
contact with the beveled face
of the knife. and also for bringing the flat
face of the “wheel into and holding it in
contact with the ?at face of the knife, and
means mounted on the movable-supporting
means for holding the wheel out of contact

45
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21: The combination with the rotary 105
knife of a slicing machine, of a rotatable

grinding device for sharpening said knife and
set in motion by frictional contact with the
latter, a supporting means for the grinding

device having tongues with quadrant

110

‘shaped recesses, spring means for holding
the grinding device against'the knife when in
with the knife.
'
17. The combination with a support for a shar )ening position, lever and link mechan
circular knife, of a grinding device embody ism or shifting the grinding device on apor

ing a s indle movablesubstantially in the tion of its support, circular locking bolts to
plane 0 the knife, a grinding wheel mounted engage the said uadrant-shaped recesses, a

,on the spindle and movable axially thereof in counter-weighte< lever, cooperating with the
two directions,. springs coo eratingwith the said lever and link mechanism, and means
grinding wheel‘ for yielding y pressing either cooperatingv with the supporting means for
of its sides in. engagement with the corre adjusting the grinding device to operate on
sponding sides of the knife, means for adjust either side of the knife.
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set
ing the spindle to set either of the sides of the

. grinding wheel insharpening position rela
60

100

tively to the knife, and a‘ device operating

"automatically tovretain the grinding wheel
in sharpening position.

18.

,

v

grindlngndevice for sharpeninrr the

rotary circular

'fe of a slicing mac inc,

my hand in presence of two subscribing wit—
nesses.

\VllillELlllUS ADRIANUS VAN BERKEL.
Witnesses:

-

'

WILLEM J ACOBUS DE‘GRAAF,
PETRUS VAN BERKEL.
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